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Pursuant to Penal Code section 12071, before taking delivery of a handgun from a licensed firearms
dealer, handgun purchasers/recipients must successfully perform a safe handling demonstration with the
handgun he/she is acquiring or another handgun of the same make and model. The safe handling
demonstration must be performed under supervision of a DOJ Certified Instructor on or after the date
the Dealer Record Of Sale (DROS) is submitted to DOJ, and prior to delivery of the handgun to by the
dealer.
Six basic gun safety rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Treat all guns as if they are loaded.
Keep the gun pointed in the safest possible direction.
Keep your finger off the trigger until you are ready to shoot.
Know your target, its surroundings, and beyond.
Know how to properly operate your gun.
Store your handgun safely and securely to prevent unauthorized use. Handguns and
ammunition should be stored separately.

Pursuant to PC 12071(b)(8)(E) the recipient shall receive instruction regarding how to render that
handgun safe in the event of a jam. For the purpose of this guide, a jam is defined as a malfunction that
prevents a firearm from firing properly. Following is a list of common types of jams and recommended
solutions:
Failure to Extract – Spent cartridge not extracted from the chamber (semiautomatic) or the cylinder
(revolver).
➢ Stove Pipe – Spent cartridge shells sticking up in the ejection port (semiautomatic).
➢ Failure to Feed – A cartridge gets stuck on the ramp of the barrel.
➢ Double Feed – A spent casing remains in the chamber while a new cartridge enters the chamber.
➢

To clear failure to extract and/or stove pipe jams, while keeping your finger off the trigger and pointing
the gun in a safe direction, attempt the following steps in order:
Semiautomatic:
Remove the magazine (if necessary, pull the slide back before removing the magazine).
➢ Pull the slide back and lock it, if possible.
➢ Remove any live ammunition or casings from the chamber.
➢ Visually inspect the chamber to ensure the chamber is empty.
➢

Revolver:
➢

Open the action and remove any live ammunition or casings.

To clear failure to feed and/or double feed jams, while keeping your finger off the trigger and pointing the
gun in a safe direction do the following:
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Remove the magazine (if necessary, pull the slide back before removing the magazine).
➢ Pull the slide back and lock it, if possible.
➢ Point the ejection port towards the ground.
➢ Shake the handgun and allow the slide to go forward.
➢

Other types of jams can occur as a result of exposing ammunition to environmental factors such as
adverse temperatures or chemicals. Avoid using ammunition that appears to be corroded or discolored, or
if you are unsure of its storage history. This type of damage to a cartridge can result in a failure to fire in
one of the following ways:
Misfire – A failure of the cartridge to fire after the primer has been struck by the firing pin.
➢ Hang Fire – A perceptible delay in the ignition of a cartridge after the primer has been struck
by the firing pin.
➢

When a cartridge fails to fire immediately, it will not be known at first whether the problem is a misfire
or a hang fire. Keep the gun pointed in a safe direction – a hang fire condition might exist and the
cartridge could still fire. Do not attempt to open the action of the gun to remove the cartridge for
at least 30 seconds.
A squib load jam is one which is caused by the development of less than normal pressure or velocity after
ignition of the cartridge. Squib loads can result in the bullet failing to exit the barrel. If the bullet is
lodged in the barrel, the firing of another shot could cause serious injury or damage. If this type of jam
occurs stop firing immediately. Keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction and unload the handgun.
Check to be sure that the chamber is empty. Then with the action open carefully run a cleaning rod
through the barrel to be sure that it is not obstructed.
If any of the jams identified above cannot be resolved using the prescribed steps it is
recommended that you seek competent assistance such as a qualified gunsmith. It is
important to always use the correct ammunition as recommended by the handgun
manufacturer.
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